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TraceMaster is used for tracing individuals by a wide
variety of organisations including the including the
Armed Forces, Intelligence Services and Financial
Services companies. Together with it's sister solution
'Names & Numbers', it is also used to validate identity,
prevent fraud and aid debt recovery. TraceMaster also
provides marketing departments with a powerful
marketing tool. 

Shareholder Solutions is a specialist asset reunification
division of Computershare. Sales Manager Duncan

Stevens explains how deployment of TraceMaster has
affected the performance of his team, the company and
its clients.

“Shareholder Solutions have the happy task of
identifying, tracing and re-uniting individuals with
unclaimed cash, shares and other investments.
Companies who have engaged this specialist team to
carry out this task make up a significant proportion of
the FTSE, with over 850 programmes undertaken
worldwide to date.”

Computershare Investor Services,

the world's only global share registrar,

is one of the latest organisations to roll out

AFD TraceMaster.®

TraceMaster contains a comprehensive reference to UK residential names, addresses and
telephone numbers from 1997 to the present time.
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By law, companies must hold unclaimed entitlements
resulting from takeovers on a special dissenter’s register for
a period of twelve years prior to paying the remaining assets
into Court. During this period, the company concerned is
required to show that reasonable attempts have been made
to find and contact the individuals. Duncan: "Conventional
thought has been that sending a letter each year to the last
known address of the shareholder is sufficient to comply with
the law. Computershare don't think that's reasonable and
opinions are changing, evidenced by the number of clients
who have employed our services."

Duncan explains how Shareholder Solutions at
Computershare differentiate themselves from competitors:
"Although we work on behalf of the client company we must
be in a position to justify the tracing costs to the recipient. The
effort that it takes to locate a shareholder is often the same,

whether the assets being held are substantial or insignificant.
We apply the same rigour in tracing a person with just a few
shares as we do to find a person with thousands of pound’s
worth of shares. We set out to be judged by our overall
success rates rather than the value of entitlements we reunite.
Being confident that our staff and systems can deliver
accurate results is vital to keeping the cost of the programme
as low as possible, as in most cases it is the recipient who
meets the tracing cost.

Making the operation pay is about achieving efficiency
through a careful combination of experienced, dedicated
staff and the right tracing techniques. We need to ensure that
we find the maximum number of people in the shortest
possible time... this means using the best available tracing
software and we settled on AFD TraceMaster.

TraceMaster contains Electoral Roll data from the current year
back through seven years. Using TraceMaster reduces the
time taken to complete basic research on a register of 3,000
people by 75% from around 3 months to 3 weeks.

“Recently we sent a cheque for £17,000 to an elderly

woman who had been left shares by her deceased husband

almost 20 years ago. She had been living in near poverty and

in fear of losing her home and we were able to dramatically

change her life by reuniting her with an asset of which she had

no knowledge of. The many positive stories and thank you

letters provide their own reward for our research team but just

occasionally we contact an individual who does not want to

receive their entitlement and in many of those cases we provide

an opportunity for them to donate their windfall to charity."
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"We started off with a ten user license but so valuable was Tracemaster as a tracing tool we
raised this to nearly 40 licenses within the first five months."
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TraceMaster and Names & Numbers are used daily in hundreds of UK companies to trace
individuals effectively, to cut contact data entry by about 80% and to ensure consistent,
accurate information. Containing both business and residential data, Names & Numbers is
also used by marketing organisations. 

Retailers, mail-order, ticket agencies, education, communication, tracing, debt recovery,
banking, finance & insurance, membership organisations, marketing companies,
automotive, government, human resources, legal, IT, telecommunications, leisure, property,
security, distribution, farming, armed forces, 'online' auction / transaction firms,
transportation, local government…. are among the many organisations represented.

Most organisations are seeking productivity improvements through speeding up and
automating as much tracing and data entry work as possible. Many are seeking to make
efficient use of skilled tracers with a software tool, which both validates existing information
and provides rapid access to new information. This includes the names of other family
members and neighbours; the length of residency and the ability to track forward from a last
known address.  TraceMaster contains over quarter of a billion residential records from a
seven-year period. Names & Numbers contains the current year’s residential data. Around
40% of records have a phone number.

Who uses TraceMaster / Names & Numbers? What is TraceMaster used for?



Regardless of the share registrar involved, Shareholder
Solutions can take on the task of locating shareholders and
are now widely recognised as the experts in tracing.

TraceMaster allows our staff to track individuals forward from
their last known address. We can search in a specific radial
distance from a last known address and narrow down likely
options to ensure that we retain absolute certainty that the
correct individual has been identified and all the while
ensuring compliance with data protection rules.

We started by introducing TraceMaster to a specialist team. It
took just a few hours for them to apply the most appropriate
search techniques. Again it took just a few hours to transfer the
new skills to others... then a few weeks to encourage the rest
of the team to make best use of the software.  

Together with our experienced staff, TraceMaster has helped us
win a substantial number of large client projects. We have a
unique reference tool that covers every conceivable aspect of
information that we could want - everything is at our fingertips."
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www.computershare.com

Users typically use fewer than 10 keystrokes to list the
residents at a stated property and postcode. Where the postcode is
incomplete, inaccurate or missing, Names & Numbers will return
options from tiny fragments of information including a partial name.

Rapid searching with TraceMaster

Training is available from AFD, yet in almost every case
users find training unnecessary. Feedback indicates that intuitive
layout and a clearly written manual enable most users to become
proficient within around two hours.

Ease of use

“Works within and
alongside everyday
programs.”

We've yet to find a Windows
application with which TraceMaster and Names & Numbers won't
work.  Users can decide which data fields to transfer and where to
place them in other applications. Contact data is then transferred to
databases, spreadsheets, documents and contact managers with
one click of a mouse.

AFD also fully support developer integration of Names & Numbers
in a wide variety of languages and versions. These include Oracle,
SQL and XML.

Where can I get more detailed information?
Detailed information on Names & Numbers and TraceMaster is
available online.

www.afd.co.uk/names.asp
www.afd.co.uk/tm.asp

AFD also provide specialist consultation and services to public
authorities and private organisations. These include the Benefits
Agency, Police, and Financial Institutions together with Private
Investigation Agencies, Fraud Detection and Debt Recovery
Companies and members of the Security Industry. 

Customers who bought TraceMaster
also bought Refiner. Why?

Why?Refiner is a batch and interactive address list cleanser that is used to
prepare and tidy up files of data prior to tracing. Cleansing includes
correcting poor spelling; correcting, adding or completing postcodes
and improving field placement. Cleansing address data improves the
possibility of finding an accurate trace match, helps spot duplicate
records and provides a sound foundation for analysis.

www.afd.co.uk/refiner.asp

Integration
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with AFD Postcode
AFD solutions pop up in some rather unusual places! Postcode Plotter is used by macro seismologists to
plot public feedback following UK earthquakes. The British Geological Survey measure the size and extent
of earth tremors in the UK through carefully placed instrumentation; but they want to know in more detail
what effect earthquakes have on people, buildings and nature. Did the light shade move, did tiles drop
from roofs, did cracks appear in brickwork? 

This public feedback on what an earthquake felt like is actively sought and AFD Postcode Plotter (which
contains grid references) helps automatically plot feedback onto a map and into a database. The results
build a more accurate picture of the reach and size of the tremor and validate instrument measurements.

6,000 emails received in 2002 following the Dudley earthquake were automatically scanned. Postcodes
within the emails were looked up on Postcode Plotter which returned a grid reference and street address
data to populate a database and provide a map position.

The information is very important in helping to safely site critical installations such as nuclear power
plants, chemical plants and hydroelectric dams.

AFD Postcode and AFD Plotter are popular low cost rapid address entry solutions designed to ensure
accurate address capture from just the postcode. Used by thousands of organisations, a single user AFD
Postcode license starts at just £15 per month.

For more information on Postcode and Postcode Plotter please visit:
www.afd.co.uk/postcode.asp
www.afd.co.uk/plotter.asp

For more information on earth shaking visit: www.earthquakes.bgs.ac.uk/quicklinks.html

AFD Postcode Plus can easily be integrated with Microsoft®

MapPoint. MapPoint offers route planning and plotting but does not
contain full postcodes and many complex but essential address
details are missing.  AFD Postcode Plus solutions do contain full post-
code and address data. The integration option makes the best of
both worlds available. Users are able to lookup addresses using
Postcode Plus then plan routes and display points seamlessly by link-
ing to MapPoint.

For details please visit www.afd.co.uk/mappoint

To use the feature customers simply install Q.4/04 update and email
a request to our support team support@afd.co.uk for details on
how to switch on the feature. This will become available in Names &
Numbers from Q.4/04 due for release in November 2004.

Postcode Plus and Microsoft MapPoint
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By Phone

©  2004  AFD Software  Ltd.  'AFD',  'AFD  ADDRESS  2000',  'AFD  BANKFINDER’,  'AFD
POCKET  BANKFINDER’,  'CENSATION',  'AFD  MAILSAVER',  'AFD  NAMES &
NUMBERS',  'POCKET  NAMES  &  NUMBERS',  'AFD  POSTCODE',  'POCKET
POSTCODE',  'AFD  POSTCODE  2000',  'POSTCODE-EEVERYWHERE’,  'REFINER’,
'ROBOT',  'TRACEMASTER',  'ZIPADDRESS',  'POCKET  ZIPADDRESS',  and  the  Flying
Envelope  Device  are  Registered  Trade  Marks  of  ZipAddress  Ltd.  ROBOT  Technology
is  protected  by  Patent  No  GB2369699.

Other  product  and  company  names  mentioned  may  be  trademarks  of  their
respective  companies.  All  Rights  Reserved.

01624 811711 (Sales)

01624 811712 (HelpDesk)

0800 083 8424 (FREEPHONE Registration)

By Fax

01624 817695

By Email

postcode@afd.co.uk

By Post

AFD Software Ltd
Old Post Office Lane, West Quay
Ramsey
ISLE OF MAN
IM8 1RF

Web Site

www.afd.co.uk

Keep  in  touch  with  Postcode  developments  by  visiting
the  AFD  Web  Site  -  where  you  can  try  out  products,
collect  free  software  and  obtain  technical  support.

Contact AFD
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AFD strongly recommend that customers update their Postcode products by ordering
the latest data update. This will not only update the major changes and recodings that
have taken place since the last update but will also provide product enhancements.

Fresh data for all the AFD Postcode Range, BankFinder and MailSaver are available now. Updates
for Names & Numbers will be available from November.

AFD's monthly Postcode Ownership Plan (POP) covers all costs (including updates) in a single
monthly payment.

See www.afd.co.uk/pop.htm

There have been a numer of recent changes to the Royal Mail Postcode Address File (PAF) statistics
and newly-announced changes to postcodes can be found at:

www.afd.co.uk/datanews.htm

HOTSPOT
Catherine Wells - Administrator

Catherine Wells is a vital part of the AFD Administration team
handling post room and sales order processing.

Born in Hexham Northumberland, Catherine moved to the Isle of Man
when she was 12 years old.

A qualified travel agent, experienced banker and devoted parent Catherine relaxes with
murder mystery and crime novels and enjoys a wide variety of music including Cold Play,
Bob Dylan and Madonna.

Widely travelled, Catherine says her "most scariest but wow" moment was snorkelling with a
10 ton 30' whale shark off Australia's West Coast.

IMPORTANT PRODUCT WITHDRAWAL NOTICES 

AFD Postcode: We are proposing to withdraw 16 bit (Windows) Postcode with final release being Q.4/05. Please notify
support@afd.co.uk immediately if you think this will cause any problems to any of your customer installations.

Please Note: There is currently NO intention to withdraw DOS versions of AFD Postcode.

AFD MailSaver: The final 16-bit version of MailSaver will be Q.2/05. For assistance with upgrade to 32-bit version please contact
support@afd.co.uk

Postcode  News  is  printed  on  130gsm  ‘Revive  Gloss’  -  Recycled  Paper.
At  least  75%  is  made  from  de-iinked  post-cconsumer  waste.  The
remainder  (not  more  than  25%)  is  made  from  offcuts  and  damaged
paper  that  has  never  left  the  paper  mill  ("Mill  Broke").
Source  -  Robert  Horne  Group


